ABJF Testimonials
Magic of Basic (Season2) –
Session II-October 2010 (Diwali special)
RINA DEDHIYA

LECTURER: The clarity of thoughts and the
clarity in entire process that is present as
regards the thought process in all aspects of
dealing with the patient is what appeals to
me the most about Dinesh Chauhan Sir and
sensation method in general!
LECTURE CONTENT as always very
appealing and makes you think twice and
scientifically for whatever you apply.

DR PRITI MISHRA

LECTURER: Really a great teacher and feel really lucky to be part of this group and
to learn from him. Very transparent personality, everything is
just perfect.
Dr Urvi facilitates Dr.
LECTURE CONTENT: Full of knowledge and very good, much
Devhuti
needed for us at this stage.
ORGANIZATION: Perfect no problems at all, Dr. Devhuti
really want to thank you all, 2 days were lovely, pleasant.

DR. NISHA A MARKAD

LECTURER: No doubt when Dinesh Sir gives his seminar (his way of teaching is
awesome) it must be definitely outstanding and it was really awesome. Cases were
too excellent. Though your leg was injured you came and gave and taught your
wonderful experiences while case taking and many more.
LECTURE CONTENT: Each session helps us to take
nearer to our goal. It cleared lot of doubts.
SUGGESTION: pls do keep the seminar for atleast 3
days and also one session of urvi mam next time.
M’am the way you teach yoga I love it and I enjoy it.
Dr. Urvi and Dr. Riddhi with
please do inform the further session…..
their Guitar …from the musical
evening

DR NIVEDITA ADSUL

LECTURER: Lecture conducted by sir was very beautiful and
helped us to clear our doubts. And his experienced shared by
him of his going practice also gives us ideas and thoughts to be
applied in our upcoming homoeopathic pratice.
LECTURE CONTENT: Given information and knowledge in
lecture was excellent. Especially the cases which are shown help
us that without asking any question to patient how to be there in case taking.

ORGANIZATION: Arrangements done by ABJ was really awesome and especially
the yoga taught in the morning was really refreshing.

DR SUCHIR SHAH
LECTURER
“Dr. Dinesh Chauhan”- what to say about the great unique personality of man. “ inka
toh bas naam hi kaafi hai” he is really a jolly person, dedicated to his work, so
sincerely, so deeply. He has a magnetic
Dr. Dinesh and participants
personality which attracts to listen to him.
..from the Musical evening
Peacefully and with full attention, “ who bolte
hai ki mein apne patient ko bas suntan rehta
hoon, par mein kehta hoon, hum bas aapko
sunte rehte hai.”
LECTURE CONTENT: Great piece of work in
selecting the topic for the seminar. The lecture content delivered by dr. dinesh
chauhan is in so easy understandable way to beginners also and seniors were also
not felt bored
ORGANIZATION: “excellent” in a short and unique word. I just want to thank all
ABJF committee person to arrange such a fine arrangements. The best travel
directions from where to go and how to go. This time food was also good.

DR. ASHISH SAMRAT
LECTURER
Very good. Excellent, specially frank and friendly behavior.
Technique of case representation is too nice because of
teaching each and every line/ words of the patient.

DR. KALPANA ARORA

LECTURER
Very good. Nice thing about the presentation was that it was
understandable for the students and the new comers.
The best part was question and answer session.
LECTURE CONTENT: Knowledgeable
ORGANIZATION: Very good

Musical Evening –Bhajan
chanting

26-27 JUNE 2010
 DR. SHUBHANGI
CHOUGULE
LECTURER: Excellent, homeopathy is a science and art is what we learnt from first day of
taking admission to B. H.M.S but it was a theoretical. Because of Dr.Dinesh’s
presentation I could experience scientificity and art of homeopathy. I came to know the
systematic, logical way of reaching to similimum.
LECTURE CONTENT: It was definitely practical when I attended other seminars I felt that
this can be done only by seniors. But after attending this seminar, I came to know that I
also can reach to the source of remedy simply, logically, scientifically, confidently.
ORGANISATION: Excellent.
 DR. RINA DEDHIYA
LECTURER: Occasionally in life you feel some questions are unanswerable or answers
aren’t necessary. But for sir this isn’t true, he has
answers from simplest to complex doubts, just love
Dr. Chauhan
him! LECTURE CONTENT: Always thought provoking,
addressing
the more you meditate on it better it gets!
participants
ORGANISATION: Awesome!
SUGGESTIONS: Every time the understanding gets
better. And as you attend lectures of dedicated
people you understand the difference between
belief and faith, between liking and desire, between love and passion and then the
connection between verbal and non verbal develops. Thank you sir!
 DR. DEVANG SHAH
LECTURER: Just like you come to the level of experience of patient in a case, you come
to the level of experience of students and take the students from that level which is the
best thing about you. a good teacher teaches, a better teacher stimulates but a best
teacher inspires. You are a born teacher. You are a living inspiration and thank you for
answering all my questions so patiently. LECTURE CONTENT: Good and student
oriented.
ORGANISATION: All was of best quality.
Would like to help ABJF and be a part of any activity and be of help.
 DR. JAYVIRSINGH CHAUHAN
LECTURER: I would like to congratulate Dr. Dinesh chauhan
because these are the people who have great amount of
knowledge but they don’t know how to deliver this to the
other in their standard and language. He taught with so much
grace but very intelligently that the ratio of people not
understanding coming to 0.0001% so I am very satisfied with

Dr. Dinesh
lecturing

it. He has all the style of a graceful teacher, expertise of all areas and skillful
presentation. LECTURE CONTENT: The lecture content was very appropriate especially
for beginners. ORGANISATION: Well. Great. To reach the venue was quite stressful but
after the sessions it was worth coming. The place is excellent to move around also.
 DR. NISHA MARKAD
LECTURER: It’s simply superb. Both the lecture that is sir’s on case taking and other topic
were excellent. And Urvi mam’s yoga lecture was also superb. LECTURE CONTENT: The
two day session has cleared many doubts and brought me from row one to row three.
And now I want to work on it and bring creativity in my work and earn many more from
your further lecture. ORGANISATION: All the arrangements from day 1 to evening day 2
were good.

 DR. RENUKA KHADE
LECTURER: Dr. Dinesh made understanding of homeopathy fantastically and he made it
easy for us to work out a case. He is different and obviously creating a
non-conventional method, which is very fascinating. ORGANISATION:
They made us feel at home and helped us. They are all good and very
polite. Keep it up! SUGGESTIONS: Just go on with the new but the
artistic way of healing and one day all homeopaths will rock. The
ABJF Organizing Team
management was fabulously good. Go on!
(From lt to rtDrs. Priyanka, Meera,
Bhavana,
Urvi,
Kadambary, Riddhi,
and Devhuti)

 DR. SHRUTI LACHDEVA
LECTURER: Lecture is informative and humorous at the same time. So
we do not get wavered from our focus. We get to study and at the
same time, do not even come to
know that we are studying. LECTURE CONTENT: Up
to the point. Content which allow us to focus.
Dr. Urvi introducing
ORGANISATION: Excellent arrangements have
about the book “A
Wander with A Little
been provided in all sphere, so we did not have to
Wonder”
face any problem.

 DR. MANSI SANGHVI
Sir now I am blunt make me sharp under you.
I want to tell you sir that my sir Dr. Parth Mankad brought me from mines and told me if
you want to become a diamond then come with me to attend Dr. Dinesh Chauhan sir’s
lecture and I really feel fruitful and deep logical thinking in lecture.
 DR. AZAIBA KARA
LECTURER: Lecture was really good, the speaker had good skills and saw to it that our
point was made clear. LECTURE CONTENT: Lecture content was good; cases helped us to
understand the patient. ORGANISATION: Everything was just perfect; the co-

coordinators are very helpful and continuously kept us updated about the next move
before coming here. SUGGESTIONS: Looking forward to coming back again. Was really
helpful in guiding us since we are just beginners. Keep up the good work.

March 2010
“The improved idea of passive & active has given us the more in depth
confidence & thorough understanding of how to use these techniques in more
scientific way. Sir‟s energy has touched our hearts. Thanks for sharing the
idea of “Internal Witnessing” as it‟ll help us in improve, grow & evolve our
own selves. Solved so much of unanswered doubts.”
-Dr. Patel Arpit, Patel Jhanavi
“I have been passively attending many seminars storing many things in my
mind and actively been trying to apply it in my practice. But Dr.Dinesh has
been the Transition phase where I have time & again been sure of my focus.”
Dr. Atul Patwardhan
“The content was quite in depth. The new aims of PCWP, importance of
ACWP was very much useful for us. The exploration of potency, posology,
LM potency will be much helpful to us. The explanation about the
importance of the verbal and non verbal language is very helpful in our cases.
The new concept of resistance and hints during case taking defenses of
patients all were practical points for us in our journey. The importance of
LOE, and what kind of question we should ask at which level which was
explained in the case taking through cases was much in depth. In short it
was futher journey after our previous sessions. It was a much deep
inspiration for us.” Dr. ashish saparia
“The idea of potency was very thought provoking. The case taking process is
understood in a deeper way than before…”
“Lecture was remarkable and very clear. It helped me have a better & clear
understanding about case-taking.” -Dr. Jigna Batavia

“The style of sir is obviously beyond doubt unquestionable. Every time I
come here after 3 month , its like a dose given to keep working for
homoepathy & self growth . It‟s always thought proving & enlightening..” Dr. Rina Dedhiya
“The lecture style is very simple, easy to understand. And most important of
all is sir you are very much approachable,. We do not have to think twice to
before asking any stupid question.” -Dr. Ankit Soni
ORGANISATION
“All was great and very satisfactory. The location, its cleanliness is very
good. The organizers are very caring and given their full attention all
throughout.” -Dr. Jigna Batavia
“I am touched by the arrangements and other facilities provided. Thanks
a lot for all the facilities.” -Dr. Patel Arpit, Patel Jhanavi
“Speechless about the hard work of the organization.” -Dr. ashish saparia
“As always above expectation.” -Dr. amit Kalaria
“It was very well organized. Everything which was needed was provided
to us. Everyone was very helpful in every term. Thank you all.”

August 2009…
Lecturer (Dr.Dinesh Chauhan):

 We didn‟t get bored as Sir passes comments which are good & we
don‟t feel that he is one big FAMOUS SUCCESSFUL DR speaking
in front of us…. We can frankly ask him questions.
 ….his style is good, energetic, and friendly with humor with study.
Sir makes a point simpler & easy to understand, & satisfactory to our
queries … all answers were clarified very beautifully…

 Queries & doubts were cleared …. Sir is very approachable … we feel
very comfortable discussing the silliest & a bit controversial topics…
 Made the never thought ideas simple / understandable widen our
ideas…
 I like the scientific explanation given by SIR on the base of difficulty,
the questions asked by the students. I think it was a memorable
journey.
 The logical reasoning & scientific explanation by which Sir explains is
nice & great…
 I liked the way Sir interrupted the case every 5 minutes to explain
every part & saw to it that we get the right information about the
case
 Sir‟s patience & enthusiasm of teaching is just so amazing with casual
approach, easy explanation, good presentation
 Lecture content very good & stepwise. Good for beginners…
 Like this only you choose the content for us to teach us…
 Excellent content right from basics…
 Cases with explanation & understanding about case witnessing was
awesome & how to approach the case, initiate case witnessing is made
very clear…
Organization (Dr.Urvi Chauhan and team) :
 The idea behind seminar is great as your organization is preparing the
Homoeopathic toddlers to walk in this competitive world with great
pride. Keep doing this.
 Everything was systematically arranged & you took care of us like
family members so thank you very much…
 Thanks DR Urvi Mam, for arrangements in quick time… though our
registration was done, it was not made easy by the team.
 Best team co operative … good food & arrangements…

March 2009…
 For new batch very good to understand…
 From the way very basic arise confusion ….. you teach them
systematically with scientific explanation.
 It‟s magnetizing! To learn sensation method scientifically …
1st time we got a connection between old classical
Homoeopathy & sensation method ….Wonderful Experience.
 To the point very appropriate. Want more time increase to 3
days
 Questionnaire part helps to avoid many confusions
 Case superb & real depth which inspires me to set my goal
during Case Taking.

October 2008…
• “Since I started attending the series of seminar, my case taking has improved
each time in leaps and bounds. I find myself grown a step further. Like I was
able to do well in cases which speak whose level of experience is high, but the
cases where the patient didn‟t speak, or was at fact level used to cause
frustration in me. ..And I got my answer in this workshop, and it really
motivated me, ..The process that you showed in the case of disc prolapsed was a
great… Not only learning but I enjoy the warmth that I get from m‟am and
sir….“
• “Dr.Dinesh presented all the cases in a very detailed way. At all level of casetaking, he cleared our doubts without hesitation. Very clear and perfect way of
explaining things. „Insight to deep pathological cases‟-learnt many things and
are very thankful to guide us in such cases…”
• “With this seminar one thing is sure that this system is possible for me to use
though at present I find it a little difficult to practice…. M‟am‟s starting
prayer was very essential and important for concentrating in lecture… thank
you”
• What made the dish very interesting and delicious was the right proportion of
all the ingredients. I got the recipe from a few influences….1 kg of case videos,
½ kg of case taking, 2 table spoonful of experiences, 1 tea spoon potency, 1 tea
spoon of material medica, ½ spoon philosophy which was blended well. The

garnishing was of course done by the speaker‟s great sense of humor!.....With
lighting the “diyas” to attract the positive energies (as they term it) and the
intention to spread the light of homeopathy, I must say that Dr. Chauhans have
inspired a lot of students and homeopaths. Events like these are instrumental in
helping the homeopathic world stay focused and get them one step closer to their
goals each time! ….

October 2007…
“I‟m really so awed by the whole experience; the entire experience was so over
whelming........the entire arrangement was flawless, at least I could have never asked or
expected anything more..”.
“Thank you for all the arrangements you all made for us and made us so comfortable…
your sessions have really helped me. Coincidently and fortunately, I got the answers
through the sessions which were really burning in my mind….”
“To begin with, a big thanks to you and ma'am for organizing such activity. Would be
eagerly waiting for such activities in the future, with full participation… Your efforts
of teaching us will surely not go waste. Thanking you once again for everything!”
“I am spelled bound looking at the amount of efforts that you guys have put in. And
it‟s a wonderful feeling to be a part of it. It was a feast for me. …This seminar has
given me a global view. It has opened a different and a much much bigger door. It has
pushed my goal many more miles away.”

